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ABSTRACT
In this paper we consider the problem of lossless compres-
sion of video sequences exploiting the temporal redundancy
between subsequent frames. More specifically, we present a
lossless video coding technique which extends Interframe-
CALIC by employing multi-frame motion compensation to
first temporally decorrelate the video material, followed by
context-based arithmetic coding of the residual data. To
avoid the well known context-dilution problem, we per-
form context quantization. The proposed technique, called
Motion-CALIC, is shown to outperform competing meth-
ods such as Interframe-CALIC and LOPT-3D up to 22.93%
in terms of bitrate savings, while still maintaining manage-
able complexity.

1. INTRODUCTION

During the last decade there have been many research ef-
forts aimed at developing efficient algorithm for lossless
coding of digital images. Many new techniques were pro-
posed, among which CALIC [1] and LOCO-I [2] standard-
ized as JPEG-LS [3]. Compression services that do not al-
ter the original data are necessary for many applications.
Among them, for instance, is medical imaging, which may
require lossless compression to make sure that physicians
will analyze pristine diagnostic images [4]. Professional
imaging, where images need to be stored in their original
undistorted form for future processing, is another impor-
tant field of application for lossless compression; also, many
high-end digital cameras enable the photographer to access
the raw, uncompressed picture, i.e. not altered by any cod-
ing algorithm. This can be very important if images are to
be used in a production pipeline where subsequent coding–
decoding cycles could heavily affect the overall quality of
the final result if a lossy coding technique is used.

Many applications, though, generate sequences of im-
ages; this calls for lossless coding of video sequences which
is increasingly important in many different fields ranging
from digital cinema [5], where the maximum possible qual-
ity has to be preserved during all the steps in the chain from

the acquisition to the film theaters, post-production, archiv-
ing and, last but not least, medical applications such as, for
example, computerized axial tomography (CAT), magnetic
resonance imaging (MRI) or positron emission tomography
(PET).

A two-step paradigm is shared by most existing lossless
coding techniques: usually a prediction step is followed by
context-modeling and context-based entropy coding of the
residual. The aim of the prediction step is to exploit the
spatial redundancy due to the regularity and smoothness of
most continuous-tone images.

Video, being a sequence of often highly correlated im-
ages, is characterized by temporal redundancy between sub-
sequent frames, which is due to almost temporally invariant
backgrounds and to objects moving across the frames. A
few works have dealt specifically with this additional source
of redundancy, promising higher gains with respect to inde-
pendent lossless coding of each individual frame.

Sayoodet al. were among the first to consider the prob-
lem of lossless coding of video sequences in [6], where var-
ious techniques taking into account temporal and spectral
redundancy of color video sequences were presented and an
adaptive scheme switching between the two sources of re-
dundancy was proposed. In [7, 8] the authors presented a
low-complexity adaptive algorithm which combined, on a
pixel basis, a spatial and a temporal predictor to form a pre-
diction minimizing the MSE on a causal context of the pixel
to be coded. CALIC, the well-known state-of-the-art algo-
rithm for lossless still image coding, was extended to handle
interframe redundancy in [9]. Interframe-CALIC (I-CALIC
in the rest of this paper) automatically switches between two
different predictors and context modeling modes, exploit-
ing either temporal or spatial redundancy, on a pixel-basis.
The residual data is then entropy coded with an arithmetic
coder after having gone through a proper bias-cancellation
and context-modeling step.

I-CALIC does not perform any form of motion esti-
mation and compensation, so, while being a very effective
technique for lossless coding of multi-spectral images or for
video sequences with large constant backgrounds and very



little motion, it does not perform significantly better than
regular intraframe-CALIC if motion is present.

However, to accurately model motion blocks of pixels
have to be considered. Motion compensation is commonly
employed to model motion of objects between subsequent
frames, especially for lossy video coding standards such as
MPEG and H.264 [10, 11]. It consists in dividing each
frame into small blocks and for each one of them searching
a past frame (typically the preceding one) for the most sim-
ilar block according to a predefined distance measure; then,
the residual difference along with the relative displacement
between the two blocks is coded. Thus, while motion com-
pensation (like least-square prediction, in general) is not di-
rectly aimed at minimizing entropy, which is the ultimate
goal for lossless coding techniques, it is a useful tool to ob-
tain a lower entropy residual with respect to the original
frame, because typically the prediction residual is charac-
terized by a more peaky and skewed distribution with lower
entropy.

Motion compensation was already proven to be an ef-
fective tool for removing temporal redundancy in lossless
video coding, for example in [6] and, more recently in [12],
where LOPT-3D, a technique combining motion estimation
using the previous frame as a reference with least-square
prediction was proposed. In the latter case, the optimal
(in the mean-squared error sense) predictor was evaluated
on a causal context of the pixel to be coded; the causal
context here included motion-compensated blocks from the
previous frame. The residual error was then encoded with
Golomb-Rice codes. Since all the operations depended only
on coded past pixels, the decoder was able to faithfully re-
construct the original video stream in an arithmetically loss-
less fashion. The authors noted how predictors longer than
7-taps only marginally improved performance at the expense
of added complexity.

Most lossy video coding standards, such as MPEG and
H.264/AVC allows for improved motion compensation over
the interpolation of two or more frames. MPEG2 provides
for the possibility to form a prediction using a future and
a past frame in the so-called B-Frames (bi-interpolated);
H.264 goes further on, allowing for any number of past or
future frames (up to a fixed maximum) to be interpolated
to form a better prediction. Moreover, spatial interpolation
is also employed to compute quarter-pel motion estimation
and compensation.

Recently, it was demonstrated how multi-frame motion
compensation can be successfully applied to lossless coding
of video sequences, achieving lower 0-Order entropy levels
than regular motion-compensation in [13].

In this paper we propose a novel technique called M-
CALIC (from Motion) which extends I-CALIC [9] adding
least-squares prediction and motion compensation over mul-
tiple reference frames to the CALIC framework. M-CALIC
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Fig. 1. The causal context template of pixelx = x(i, j)
used by I-CALIC.

achieves good performance for lossless video coding, out-
performing both I-CALIC and LOPT-3D, while still having
a manageable complexity between those of the competing
methods.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows: I-CALIC
is briefly reviewed in Section 2, the proposed algorithm is
presented in Section 3, and results are discussed in Sec-
tion 4; finally, conclusions are drawn in Section 5.

2. REVIEW OF INTERFRAME-CALIC

In [9] the lossless image coding technique CALIC was ex-
tended to handle redundancy present either in different color
bands or in previous frames. Like its intraframe version, I-
CALIC is constituted by two subsequent steps: in the first
step, the image is spatially de-correlated, then a context for
the residual error is determined and entropy coding accord-
ing to this context is performed.

I-CALIC has two different modes of operation: the main
one iscontinuous-tone where the encoder computes a pre-
diction exploiting either temporal or spatial redundancy,and
binary mode which is entered if proper regularity conditions
are met in a causal context (depicted in Figure 1) of the pixel
x(i, j) to be coded.

More specifically, for each pixelx(i, j) the encoder first
checks if the six neighboring pixels, according to the causal
template depicted in Figure 1,(x1, . . . x6), take no more
than two different valuess1 ands2 and codesx(i, j) and
encodes symbolT as follows:

T =







0 if x(i, j) = s1

1 if x(i, j) = s2

2 otherwise
. (1)

SymbolT = 2 is used as an escape to revert back to
the continuous-tone mode, which is always the case if the
check for binary mode fails.

In continuous-tone mode I-CALIC first checks if tem-
poral (or interframe) redundancy is considerable, that is,
for each pixelx(i, j) at position(i, j), the correlation co-
efficient ρ between its causal context and the correspond-
ing pixels in the same positions on the reference frame is



estimated, and, ifρ is found to be greater than a prede-
fined threshold, an interframe prediction is formed choos-
ing among three predictors depending on the presence (or
the absence) of sharp horizontal or vertical edges. The key
idea is that if the correlation coefficientρ is high, the inter-
frame prediction will probably be very effective.

On the other hand, ifρ is lower than the threshold, i.e.,
if there is not significant temporal redundancy I-CALIC re-
verts to the spatial predictor which is the Gradient Adjusted
Predictor (GAP) from regular intraframe CALIC. In this
case a prediction is formed switching between five differ-
ent schemes upon detection of weak or strong horizontal or
vertical gradients.

In both cases a prediction̂x(i, j) is computed and the
residual errore = x(i, j) − x̂(i, j) is encoded after per-
forming bias-cancellation and context-modeling.

This switching scheme between inter- and intra-frame
predictors work quite well in the case of multi-spectral color
images, where one band is intraframe coded and then used
as a reference for the others, because all the different bands
are very similar and have a similar texture. Also, video se-
quences with large backgrounds or slowly moving objects
can considerably benefit from using the interframe predic-
tor; unfortunately, most video material is, however, char-
acterized by motion which usually prevents the interframe
predictor from being used, thus constraining I-CALIC to re-
vert to lower-performing spatial prediction for the most part.

2.1. Context modeling in I-CALIC

Since prediction fails in general to remove all the statisti-
cal redundancy between the pixels, coding efficiency can
greatly benefit from context modeling of the prediction error
prior to entropy coding. Thus, higher order statistical struc-
tures can be successfully exploited through to attain better
compaction of the data.

I-CALIC classifies prediction errors into different con-
texts depending on the prediction mode employed, i.e., tem-
poral or spatial. We are especially interested in how context
modeling is performed when the temporal predictor is cho-
sen so we briefly review it here.

We want to estimate the probabilityP (e|C) which would
ideally correspond to a codelengthl(e|C) = −log(P (e|C)),
whereC is an informative context fore. For this reason we
want to consider a contextC which bears as much infor-
mation as possible about the prediction errore, i.e., a con-
text which maximizes the mutual information exchanged
with e: I(e, C). I-CALIC collects a number of parame-
ters which are empirically found to bear information about
e, such as the magnitude of the previously coded predic-
tion errors|e(i − 1, j)|, |e(i, j − 1)|, the correlation coef-
ficient ρ (smaller|e| are more likely to be associated with
higherρ), the parameter̂d which is a least-square estimator

for |x(i, j) − x(i−1, j)|+|(x(i, j) − x(i, j−1)| computed
using the corresponding pixels in the reference frame and,
finally, the textureT , i.e., the local waveform surrounding
x(i, j).

Unfortunately, learningP (e|ρ, d̂, |e(i − 1, j)|, |e(i, j −
1)|, T ) on the fly would incur too high a model cost be-
cause there would not be enough frequency counts for a reli-
able probability estimate. I-CALIC quantizes this modeling
space to drastically reduce the modeling contexts.

The textureT is then quantized into a bit patternβ =
t6t5 . . . t1 where

tk =

{

0 if xk ≥ x̂

1 if xk < x̂
. (2)

Then,ρ is quantized on two levels obtaining the binary
variableρ̂ which minimizes the conditional entropyH(e|ρ̂)

on the training set; next̂d, |e(i−1, j)|, |e(i, j−1)| are com-
bined into one parameter∆ to form a least-square estimate
of |e| which is, in turn, quantized intoδ with a scalar quan-
tizer onK = 4 levels. This latter step is aimed at reduc-
ing the problem of minimum entropy vector quantization of
(d̂, |e(i− 1, j)|, |e(i, j − 1)|) into a simpler scalar quantiza-
tion one.

Finally, the contextC = (ρ̂, δ, β) can be formed, but,
still, estimatingP (e|C) would face serious context-dilution
problems due to the high number of contexts, so a different
strategy needs to be employed. It is a very well known fact
that video and image’s prediction error|e| empirically fol-
lows a Laplacian distribution so, instead of directly estimat-
ing the above probability, a few parameters of the empirical
distribution can be estimated. While the conditional distri-
bution is roughly Laplacian, it is not necessarily zero-mean
valued: it has been observed in the past that after prediction
there may still be local biases which can be effectively elim-
inated, thus allowing for the merging of similar probability
distribution from different contexts.

I-CALIC uses the modeling contextsC to detect and re-
move prediction biases. Bias cancellation consists in sub-
tracting the expected errorE[e|C], estimated on a contextC
basis, from the prediction errore so that the final coded er-
ror is ê = e − E[e|C]. UsuallyE[e|C] is estimated as the
average of the prediction errors incurred so far in contextC.

After bias cancellation, the different contexts will be
characterized by a family of zero-mean laplacian distribu-
tions having different variances; thus contexts with a similar
distribution can be safely merged together: for this purpose,
the estimated variance is quantized onK = 8 levels and the
quantization index is used to drive the arithmetic coder.

3. ALGORITHM DESCRIPTION

To better exploit temporal redundancy we propose to in-
tegrate the motion compensation paradigm in the CALIC



Fig. 2. Zero-order Entropy for the Green band of the last 40
frames of the video sequenceForeman in the cases of mo-
tion compensation using one and two past reference frames.

framework.
When motion compensation is performed, the frame to-

be-coded,f , is divided in a number of blocks of sizeN×N ;
for each blockBf (p) at positionp = (i, j), the previous
framef − 1 is searched in a neighborhood ofp for a block

Bf−1(p + v) = (bf−1

1
, . . . , b

f−1

N2 ) which minimizes a given
distance measure; commonly employed measures are the
euclidean distance between the two blocks or the sum of
absolute differences.

The residual difference can then be computed as in:

e = Bf (p) − Bf−1(p + v), (3)

wheree is the vector containing the residual differences for
each pixel of blockBf (p) andv is the motion vector indi-
cating the relative displacement of the two blocks.

If more than one reference frame is used, like in [13],
Eq. (3) becomes:

e = Bf (p) −

M
∑

l=1

wl · B
f−l(p + vl), (4)

whereM is the number of past frames used for prediction
andW(p) = (w1(p), . . . , wM (p)) are appropriate weights.

This means that for each blockBf (p) a closest match is
sought for in a numberM of past frames and a prediction
is formed as a weighted linear combination of the selected
blocks from the preceding frames.

While not directly aimed at minimizing entropy, expe-
rience tells that using more frames to form a prediction at-
tains a lower 0-order entropy of the residual errore; Figure 2
compares 0-order entropies for video sequenceForeman if
one or two past frames are used for prediction.

The weightsW(p) (for the sake of simplicity in the rest
of the paper we will refer to them simply asW andwl re-
spectively) are computed for each block so as to minimize
the Minimum Squared Error (MSE) of the residual, by solv-
ing for least-squares the system of equations:

P · W = R,

where

P =







b
f−1

1
(p + vf−1

) . . . b
f−M
1

(p + vf−M )
...

.. .
...

b
f−1

N2 (p + vf−1
) . . . b

f−M

N2 (p + vf−M )







is a matrix whose columns are composed of each pre-
diction component block’s pixels and

R =







b
f
1
(p + vf )

...
b
f

N2(p + vf )







is a column vector containing the pixel values of the block to
be predicted. Typically, this is an over-determined system,
i.e., with more equations than unknowns, for which an exact
solution cannot be found in general, but which can be eas-
ily and quickly solved for a solution minimizing the Mean
Square Error (MSE) through SVD or QR-decomposition.

The weightsW for one block are not independent one
from the others and, typically, their sum is about one, which
is reasonable and expected because all the blocks have ap-
proximately the same energy, having been chosen to min-
imize the MSE with respect toBf (p). Thus, instead of
just using and transmittingW, which is, in general, real-
valued, an optimal (in the MSE sense) vector quantizer can
be designed on a training set, so that only integer valued
quantization indices have to be sent to the decoder. For
this reason, the encoder computes the optimal weights for
each block, quantizes them, transmits the quantization in-
dex as side information and uses the corresponding quan-
tized version(ŵ1, . . . , ŵM ) in Eq. (4) to compute the pre-
diction residual, so that the decoder can invert the process
and losslessly reconstruct the original frame.

The decoder needs to be given both the motion vectors
vj and the quantization indices forW so that the same pre-
diction can be formed and added to the residual thus allow-
ing perfect reconstruction. As a consequence, the encoded
bit-stream consists of the prediction residuals and the side
information, i.e., the motion vectors and the quantization
indices. Of course, performing motion-compensation onM

frames also implies sendingM motion vectors as side in-
formation, which accounts for a slight increase in bitrate.
Due to the high correlation between adjacent motion vec-
tors, though, their entropy is very low if compared to the
savings achieved when coding the residuals.



Video Sequence LOPT-3D I-CALIC M-CALIC Gain vs LOPT-3D (%) Gain vs. I-CALIC (%)
Salesman 4.32 4.28 3.33 22.93 22.16
Mobile & Calendar 4.53 5.36 4.25 6.12 20.61
Container 3.51 3.37 3.16 9.98 6.26
Tempete 4.53 4.50 4.45 1.75 1.25
Kitchgrass 4.22 4.60 4.11 2.49 10.63
Sean 3.40 3.05 2.94 13.44 3.52
Silent 3.55 3.29 3.13 11.85 4.98
Foreman 4.24 4.89 4.24 0.16 13.41
Average 4.04 4.17 3.70 8.59 10.35

Table 1. Compression performance, in terms of average bits per pixel, of the proposed technique M-CALIC compared to
state-of-the art techniques I-CALIC and LOPT-3D over eightstandard CIF video sequences.

Experimental evidence shows that the predictor from
Eq. (4) always outperforms the purely-spatial GAP predic-
tor of I-CALIC, irrespective of the correlation coefficients
between a pixel neighborhood and the corresponding pix-
els in the reference block, i.e., even for very low correla-
tion coefficient values it is more efficient to always choose
motion-estimated prediction, so we decided not to use the
spatial predictor at all and use the predictor given by Eq. (4)
only.

After prediction, context modeling takes place on a pixel
basis. A contextC is computed for each pixel in a block
and is used to perform bias cancellation and entropy coding,
similarly to I-CALIC. We chose to include in the modeling
context information coming from the local textureT as in
CALIC, and a quantized estimate of the magnitude of the
prediction error, computed as:

ê = α ∗ |e(i − 1, j)| + β ∗ |e(i, j − 1)|.

The weighing factorsα, β were computed offline via
linear regression on a training set, then a scalar quantizer
for ê was designed in order to further reduce the model-
ing space. We experimentally determined that aK = 8
level quantizer would suffice. Local texture informationT
is computed using Eq. (2), as in regular CALIC. Finally,
contextC = (T , δ), whereδ is the quantization index for̂e,
can be determined.

Bias cancellation is performed by feeding back the ex-
pected error for contextC. Since our predictor is fixed
within a block, while being optimal (in the MSE sense) for
the blockoverall, it may be suboptimal on apixel basis; bias
cancellation has the added benefit of coping with this issue
by locally adapting the prediction.

After bias cancellation, entropy coding takes place as in
I-CALIC, i.e., by driving an arithmetic coder with the quan-
tization index of the estimated varianceσ(C) which was
quantized onK = 8 levels. Finer quantization was already
found in [9] to be counter-productive because of context-
dilution.

4. RESULTS

We implemented and tested M-CALIC, using two past ref-
erence frames (M = 2). The test set was constituted by the
green band of eight standard video sequences.

The block size was chosen to be16×16 (N = 16) which
is a common choice, for example in MPEG and H.264, and
the search range for full motion-compensation was set to±8
pixels; the weightsW were quantized on 5 bits, so that the
amount of side information needed to transmit them could
be considered negligible with respect to the gain; for the
chosen block size the increase in bitrate for transmitting the
weight’s quantization indices is less than 0.02 bits per pixel.

We compared our technique with the two state of the
art lossless video coding algorithms I-CALIC and LOPT-
3D, which we implemented to the best of our knowledge.
For LOPT-3D the parameters where tuned as described in
the original paper [12], using a16 × 16 block size,8 pixel
search range, 7-tap LS-predictor estimated over 70 neigh-
boring pixels. The predictor was recomputed each time
the prediction error was greater than the predefined thresh-
old S = 3, as in the original paper. Likewise, Golomb-
rice codes were used for entropy coding for LOPT-3D even
though they are less efficient (codelength-wise) than arith-
metic coding, which was used by I-CALIC and M-CALIC.
If arithmetic coding were used for LOPT-3D, this technique
would probably perform closely to M-CALIC if terms of
final bitrate, but at the price of a higher complexity; more-
over, the decoder’s complexity is very different, since while
in M-CALIC most of the burden is placed at the encoder,
LOPT-3D’s decoder has a complexity comparable with that
of its encoder, the only difference being not having to per-
form motion compensation.

Table 1 shows the average bits per pixel needed to en-
code the green band of several standard test sequences (all
of which are in RGB format, CIF sized) for several test se-
quences; for each one of them compression was performed
excluding the first 50 frames, which were used to train the
quantizers. M-CALIC consistently gains in terms of bitrate



Sequence Name LOPT-3D I-CALIC M-CALIC
Salesman 01:17.34 00:07.67 00:21.58
Mobile & C. 03:44.25 00:24.35 01:05.40
Container 00:50.84 00:07.18 00:20.78
Tempete 04:06.34 00:24.55 01:10.19
Kitchgrass 01:12.92 00:07.63 00:21.10
Sean 03:25.84 00:30.49 01:25.22
Silent 06:24.90 00:50.86 02:34.81
Foreman 00:57.15 00:06.20 00:16.93
Average 2:44.95 00:19.86 00:57.00

Table 2. Running times for the techniques compared in this
paper. Times are expressed in minutes, and refer to non-
optimized C-code implementations running on a Pentium
IV, 2.6 GHz.

over competing techniques. More specifically, it can be seen
that gains up to 22.93% and 22.16% are achieved by M-
CALIC over the two competing techniques.

We also measured the running times (using the Unix
time command) for the tested techniques to have a grasp
of their complexity; results are presented in Table 2. M-
CALIC stands on an intermediate position, being inherently
more complex than I-CALIC, as a consequence of motion
compensation, but less complex than LOPT-3D, whose run-
ning time is clearly dominated by the computation of the
optimal predictors.

5. CONCLUSIONS

We presented a novel technique for lossless video coding
combining multi-frame motion compensation, adaptive least
squares prediction and the powerful CALIC framework.

The proposed technique was tested on several standard
video sequences and was proven to attain gains up to 22.93%
in terms of bitrate with respect to its competitors, thus al-
lowing for better packing of the data and, consequently, con-
siderable bandwidth savings at the price of a slight increase
in terms of complexity versus I-CALIC.
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